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GreenRoad Enhances Market Leading Mobile Fleet Performance
Management Software with Added Capabilities and Improved Performance

The New Release Puts Emphasis on Hours of Service, Usability and Improved Performance
and Reporting

Austin, TX (PRWEB) May 11, 2016 -- GreenRoad Technologies, a global leader in driver safety and fleet
performance management solutions, is proud to announce the next release of its mobile- based Driver Behavior
and Fleet Performance Management solution. Consistent with its commitment to serving the industry through
driver behavior and fleet performance management solutions and expertise, GreenRoad is equipping and
aligning fleet and mobile workforce professionals across the world with a comprehensive performance
management solution that spans driver to vehicle and beyond to the back office.

GreenRoad’s new mobile release encompasses a configurable, mobile based platform for implementing a
comprehensive driver behavior and fleet management program, protocols, processes and policies as well as
access to GreenRoad’s experts who have extensive fleet management, risk and compliance experience.

Additionally, the latest release is accompanied by a mobile based Hour of Service solution that allows
organizations and drivers to electronically manage their driver logs for full FMCSA compliance by setting work
flow and controls for tracking driver hours and any possible violations.

- ECM connectivity enables automatic, time-stamped logging of vehicle mileage and engine hours.
- Real-time alerts for drivers of actual and impending violations
- Complete roadside inspection readiness – approve, view or send logs from the cab
- Comprehensive dashboard and reporting
- Exception-based management - see fleet status at a glance and focus on drivers that need your attention

“With the launch of our Hours of Service solution, GreenRoad has an opportunity to make a huge impact for
our customers with our compliance-driven SaaS solution. After listening to our customers and performing
extensive market research, GreenRoad is confident our experts and Hours of Service software will enable
organizations to proactively manage hours of service logs and mitigate risks throughout their fleets and mobile
workforce,” says Roni Ravi, chief technology officer of GreenRoad.

Jacobs is one of the world’s largest and most diverse providers of technical, professional and construction
services. In 2013 Jacobs’ Buildings and Infrastructure group launched a safety initiative designed to reduce
road accidents. As part of that, Jacobs selected the GreenRoad Mobile solution as the basis of a driver behavior
monitoring system.

The GreenRoad flexible solution can be deployed on either a mobile phone or tablet, eliminating the need to
take company vehicles off the road for equipment to be fitted, or for permission to be sought from rental
companies for fitting equipment in their vehicles.

On June 2, 2016, GreenRoad will host a free webinar with more information about GreenRoad Mobile and
Hours of Service. Join our experts as they share how the mobile-based fleet management solution helps
mitigate compliance risks and create a better performing fleets. Register for the complimentary webinar today.

http://www.prweb.com
http://www.prweb.com
http://www.greenroad.com
http://greenroad.com/hours-of-service/
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/4254338516061954308
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About GreenRoad
GreenRoad is a global leader in fleet performance management solutions, helping organizations achieve greater
productivity and improved safety and performance through real-time actionable data. GreenRoad’s advanced
technology and analytics help organizations of all types improve driver safety, increase operational efficiencies,
and maintain corporate and regulatory compliance while reducing overall risk.

GreenRoad engages drivers directly to generate meaningful, lasting change through real-time, in-vehicle
feedback and highly effective change management methodology. For more information, please visit
www.greenroad.com, and follow GreenRoad on Twitter, @GreenRoadNews.
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Contact Information
David Rodriguez
GreenRoad Technologies
http://www.greenroad.com
+1 (512) 960-4726

David Rodriguez
Greenroad Technologies
http://www.greenroad.com
512-960-4726

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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